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Objectives. Our objective was to develop a mouse model of C. glabrata (Cg) infection that mimics
human disease and distinguishes relative virulence of strains. The lack of such a model has been a
major limitation to the study of Cg pathogenesis.
Methods. We used a mouse model of Cg intra-abdominal candidiasis (IAC) to define steps in
pathogenesis, study virulence of clinical and gene disruption strains, and compare Cg and C. albicans
(Ca).
Results. No mice died following intra-peritoneal (IP) infection with 1x107 or 1x108 CFU of Cg BG2 +/sterile stool (SS), or with 5x108 CFU + SS. Mortality for mice infected with 5x108 + SS was 100% on d8.
Following infections of 1x107 + SS, peak burdens in peritoneal fluid (PF) were observed at 1d, and
cleared by d28. BG2 alone resulted in lower burdens, and was cleared by d7. Neutrophil infiltration in PF
peaked at 1d, and was greater with SS (p≤0.009). Monocytic predominance was noted on d3.
Abscesses (IAA) containing BG2 were only evident with SS, peaking on d7 and persisting through d28.
Subsequent experiments were performed with SS, which mimics GI perforation. We performed survival
(5x108) and tissue burden (1x107) studies with Cg clinical strains associated with various types of
disease. 3 strains killed mice rapidly like BG2, while 1 strain (#356) was significantly attenuated
(p<0.001). A virulent clinical strain (#346) caused greater IAA burdens than #356 beginning at d7
(p≤0.02). Next, we compared BG2 with a plb1-2 null mutant. The latter was not attenuated in causing
death, but resulted in more rapid clearance of IAA and lower intra-IAA burdens beginning on d14
(p≤0.04; results reversed by PLB1-2 re-insertion). BG2 and plb1-2 caused similar tissue burdens in
kidneys during hematogenous disseminated candidiasis (DC). Compared to Ca SC5314, Cg BG2 at
the same inoculum (1x107) caused significantly less neutrophil infiltration in PF, displayed tropism for
the pancreas, and formed smaller IAA that contained higher organism burdens and persisted longer.
We previously showed that CaALS1 was strongly expressed during IAC. Over-expression of CaALS1
in BG2 significantly increased intra-IAA Cg burdens at late, but not early time points. The overexpression strain was more resistant to neutrophil phagocytosis and killing.
Conclusions. A mouse model of Cg IAC mimics progression from peritonitis to IAA, as seen in humans,
and is sensitive for discriminating relative virulence of strains. Cg differs from Ca by eliciting a
dampened neutrophil response in the abdominal cavity, and achieving long-term, high-level persistence
within IAA. Factors like PLB and Als1 do not contribute to virulence through tissue penetration or
adherence (as hypothesized), but rather by facilitating IAA persistence (perhaps though resistance to
neutrophils). The model of IAC advances the field by overcoming the shortcomings of the DC model.

